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How Does a Communal Archive Keep Evolving?

“If one begins to see institutions of public culture as ‘critical social locations where knowledge and 

perceptions (of the public sphere) are shaped, debated imposed, challenged and disseminated; then 

the historian takes on a somewhat different role”. (L, Witz, C Rassool, 2008) 

 Importance of keeping the communal archive a critical, alive project and diverse space.

 What is the role of historians within the communal archive?

 To what extent do various stakeholders construct this place?



Key ideas that have shaped JDAP

 “The Jewish Digital Archive is an online repository that captures the story of Southern 
African Jewry over the past century in all its complexity. Thousands of images and 
videos have been meticulously gathered from hundreds of families around Southern 
Africa and the world. The archive also comprises personal narratives and special 

collections linked to organisations, local communities, and events - carefully curated 
and regularly updated. JDAP seeks a multiplicity of perspectives on a past that is 

constantly informing our present”

 An unsentimental depiction of South African Jewish History - the realities that make 
up our community- the divisiveness, cultural mix of people, different roots.

 Diversity (economically, socially, politically, historically)

 Ideally not just a communal scrapbook but a lens into particular times and places 
through quotidian evidence as well as anecdotal and personal experience in the form of
photographs, film and oral history. 



How do family photos become historical records?



That provide a nuanced lens into events of the past?







Tensions within the evolution of the Archive

 “There are many stages in the life story of a single record, and in the life story of 

an archive” (Hamilton, C, 2011)

 Family History versus artistic and academic archive 

 “The will to preserve every historical artefact and document from the ravages of 

time and decay and the ever more rapid cycles of the acquisition and disposal of 

consumer” ( O'Farrell, C, 2012)

https://inputs.wordpress.com/author/moonmobile/


Complexity of Collaborations within JDAP 

 “A more productive concept which we want to propose is that of ‘history frictions’, 

It deliberately extends the term ‘museum frictions’ employed by Karp, Kratz et al 

to explain the ongoing contestation both within and outside the institutional 

bounds of the museum and how these impact one another. They frictions they 

maintain occur when disparate communities, interests, goals and perspectives 

produce, debate, tensions, collaborations and conflicts of many sorts” (L, Witz, C 

Rassool, 2008)



Case Study 1: The Master Narrative of a Single 

Family 

 Ethical dilemmas 

 Technical Dilemmas

 Issues of Inclusion and Exclusion

 Issues of Ownership



Case Study 2: The Goldene Medina 

 The idea of accumulating everything, of establishing a sort of general archive, the 

will to enclose in one place all times, all epochs, all forms, all tastes, the idea of 

constituting a place of all times that is itself outside of time and inaccessible to its 

ravages, the project of organizing in this way a sort of perpetual and indefinite 

accumulation of time in an immobile place, this whole idea belongs to our 

modernity. – (Foucault, M 1967) 

 How does one curate an exhibition of this scale?

 The value and problem of anonymity



Looking forward

 What is our archive ultimately representing?

 Social Concerns of inclusion and exclusion 

 How does our archive relate to other critical archives?



Future Vision 

 Previous experiences have enabled us to explore innovative ideas around future 

collaborations. 

 “Yet, a museum properly understood is not a dumping place. It is not a place 

where we recycle history’s waste. It is first and foremost an epistemic space”.-

Achille Mbembe, 2016
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